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Arm SMMUv3
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PCI PASID support in arm SMMUv3

SID (”Stream ID”) iden fies a device (32 bits). Roughly equivalent to PCI RID with PCI domain
informa on in the top bits.

SSID (”Substream ID”) = PASID (20 bits)

Context descriptor tables = PASID tables.

Depending on the configura on, PASID0 may be reserved and the first context descriptor used
for non-PASID transac ons.
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PCI ATS and PRI support in arm SMMUv3

Interface stays very close to PCI:

ATC invalida on
(SID, PASID, address, size, Global flag)

PRI Page Request
(SID, PASID, PRG, address, Last/W/R/X/Priv flags)

SMMU driver sends a PRI_RESP command
(SID, PASID, PRG, success/invalid/failure)
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Pla orm SVM with arm SMMUv3

Arm systems, especially embedded ones, have DMA masters on the system bus, not behind a
PCI bridge.

PASID use is iden cal to PCI.

But they don’t do ATS/PRI. They use the ”stall” model.
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Pla orm SVM - the stall model

Memory read/write requests that fail SMMU transla on can be stalled indefinitely.

The fault is reported on the Event queue
(SID, PASID, tag, address, transla on fault informa on) Same as a PPR with a li le more details.

SMMU driver sends a RESUME command
(SID, tag, retry/terminate)
Same as a PRI Response (but PASID is implicit)

No ATC invalida on, only SMMU TLB.

Driver implementa on reuses most of the PRI code.

No API change needed.
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